Middle Eastern/North African Non-Fiction and Biography

The librarian of Basra: a true story from Iraq by Jeanette Winter
Who Was King Tut by Roberta Edwards
Jerusalem Sky by Mark Podwal
The World is Not a Rectangle by Zaha Hadid
Three Wishes: Palestinian and Israeli Children Speak by Deborah Ellis
The House of Wisdom by Florence Parry Heide
Who Was Jesus? By Ellen Morgan
Abraham’s Search for God by Jacqueline Jules

Algeria by Martin Hintz
Bahrain by Robert Cooper and Jo-Ann Spilling
Egypt by Ann Heinricks
Iran by Richard Spilsbury
Iraq by Paul Mason
Israel by Nel Yomtov
Jordan by Amy Rechner
Kuwait by Leila Merrell Foster
Lebanon by James Stewart
Libya by Peter Malcolm
Morocco by Nick Hunter
Oman by Leila Merrell Foster
Saudi Arabia by Lisa Owings
Syria by Nel Yomtov
Tunisia by Marta Segal Block
United Arab Emirates by Byron Augustin
Yemen by Jean Blashfield
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